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Abstract 
Let k be a field of characteristic zero, and let B be a k-domain. We characterize, among all 
subalgebras A of B, those which are kernels of locally nilpotent derivations D : B + B. If A is 
such a ring, and if we assume that B is a UFD and that both A and B are finitely generated 
over k, then we show that the set of nonsmooth points of the morphism SpecB -+ SpecA has 
codimension greater than one in SpecB. Using this result, we give a jacobian formula for certain 
locally nilpotent derivations of k[Xl,. . ,X,1. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 14L30 
0. Introduction 
Let k be a field of characteristic zero and B a k-domain. Recall that a k-derivation 
D : B -+ B is called locally nilpotent if, for each b E B, there is an integer n > 0 such 
that D”(b) = 0. 
It is clear that if D : B + B is locally nilpotent and f E kerD then the derivation 
f . D : B --+ B is locally nilpotent. Replacing D by f . D may seem like a completely 
trivial thing to do, but some aspects of this operation are not well understood. For 
instance, it is well-known that a locally nilpotent derivation on B is equivalent to an 
algebraic G,-actions on Spec B, and replacing D by f ’ D amounts to replacing an 
action (t,x) +-+ a(t,x) by another action (t,x) H cr(t . f(x),x); now it is precisely this 
operation that allowed the construction of the first examples of nontriangulable G,- 
actions on A”, and this achievement was certainly not a trivial one (see [ 1, lo], or 
[ 121 for a survey). 
Let DerkB denote the B-module of k-derivations of B. Define an equivalence relation 
on De&B by: D1 - 02 N there exist bl, b2 E B\ (0) such that b,Dl = bzDz (where 
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Dl,Dz E DerkB). Of course, this definition is inspired by the preceding paragraph, but 
see also Lemma 1.1. One of our aims is to investigate this relation. Note that if %? is 
an equivalence class then all its members have the same kernel, which we may denote 
ker W. 
Let % be an equivalence class such that B has transcendence degree 1 over A = 
ker V. Then Proposition 1.2 asserts that 
%? = {D E De&B 1 kerD = A}. (1) 
On the other hand, Proposition 1.4 gives a ring-theoretic characterization of those sub- 
algebras of B which are kernels of locally nilpotent derivations of B. Hence, Section 1 
can be summarized in one sentence: The classes that contain locally nilpotent deriva- 
tions are parametrized by their kernels, and the kernels are known. 
In Section 2 we assume that B = k[Xl , . . . ,X,J and consider, again, all equivalence 
classes %? such that B has transcendence degree 1 over the subalgebra ker%‘. Result 
2.2 reiterates that (1) holds and gives an explicit formula for some members of %?‘, 
assuming that we know the subalgebra ker@? of B. Then Corollary 2.3 characterizes 
the kernels of such classes among all subalgebras of B. After these elementary results, 
we address a more interesting question: If A = ker V is given, seek a formula for the 
irreducible member of W (see (P8) and (P9), below). This question is more difficult 
and requires that we analyse the set of nonsmooth points of the morphism SpecB + 
SpecA determined by the inclusion A -+ B. Special cases of the question are answered 
in Corollaries 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6. 
The Section 3 develops the geometric tools needed for the proof of Corollary 2.4. 
Its main result states that the set of nonsmooth points of SpecB + SpecA has codi- 
mension greater than one in Spec B, provided that B is a UFD containing the field of 
rational numbers, A is a factorially closed subring of B (see (P4)) and B is of finite 
presentation over A. 
Conventions. All rings are commutative and have a unity element. If R is a ring, then 
R* is its group of units; if R is a domain, then its field of fractions is denoted qtR. For 
an R-algebra S, the notation S = R[“] means that S is R-isomorphic to the polynomial 
algebra R[Xl , . . . ,X,1. Throughout this paper, k is a field of characteristic zero; we do 
not assume that k is algebraically closed. 
Preliminaries. In this paragraph, we gather some useful remarks, definitions and basic 
facts. 
Let B be a k-domain, 0 # D E De&B, and A = kerD. 
(Pl ) Let S be a multiplicatively closed subset of B\ {0}, and consider the derivation 
S-ID : S-‘B -+ S-‘B. Then 
(a) S-‘D is locally nilpotent if and only if D is locally nilpotent and SC A. 
(b) If S GA then ker S-‘D = S-IA and (S-‘A) n B = A. 
(P2) If D is locally nilpotent then there exists a E A\(O) such that S-‘B = (S-‘A)[‘], 
where we put S = {l,a,a2 ,... }cA. 
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(P3) A is algebraically closed in B. 
(P4) A subring R of an integral domain S is called factorially closed if for all x, 
y~Swehavexy~R\{O}+x,y~R. 
(P5) If R is a factorially closed subring of a domain S then S* = R’, R is al- 
gebraically closed in S and every irreducible element of R is irreducible in S. If, 
moreover, S is a UFD, then R is a UFD. 
(P6) If D is locally nilpotent then A is factorially closed in B. 
(P7) Given b E B \ {0}, the derivation bD is locally nilpotent if and only if D is 
locally nilpotent and b E A. 
(P8) We say that D is irreducible if the only principal ideal of B containing the 
image of D is B itself (or equivalently, if D is not of the form bD’ with b a nonunit 
element of B and D’ E DerkB). 
(P9) Assume that B is a UFD and let %? 2 De&R be an equivalence class other than 
(0). Then % contains an irreducible derivation Do, and Do is unique up to multiplication 
by units of B. Moreover, if D’ E 97 then D’ = hDo for some h E B \ (0). By (P7), if 
%? contains a locally nilpotent derivation then Do is locally nilpotent. 
References. (P4) and (P8) are definitions. For (Pl), see the proposition in [4]; (P2) 
is mentioned in the introduction to Section 2 of [2]; (P3) and (P5) are well-known 
and easy to verify; (P6) is given in 2 ’ of [ 111; the “if” part of (P7) is trivial, and 
the “only if” part follows, for instance, from the proof of the Claim in [4]; (P9) is an 
easy exercise. 
1. Kernels of locally nilpotent derivations 
Let k be a field of characteristic zero and B a k-domain. Recall, from the intro- 
duction, that we have an equivalence relation N defined on De@. This short section 
presents elementary results that follow, almost trivially, from the preliminaries. We 
begin with a remark on the definition of N . 
Lemma 1.1. Let B be a k-domain, and let D and D’ be locally nilpotent derivations of 
B. Assume that D - D’ and write A = ker D = ker D’. Then there exist a, a’ E A \ { 0} 
such that aD = a’D’. 
Proof. We may assume that A # B. Let us first consider the special case where B = 
A[t] = A[‘]. We have D = D(t) . d/dt, where d/dt E De&R denotes the t-derivative, 
and D(t) # 0 since t 6 A. By (P7), D(t) E A \ (0). Similarly, we have D’ = 
D’(t). d/dt with D’(t) E A \ (0). H ence, D’(t) . D = D(t). D’ and we are done in this 
case. 
Now the general case. Since A is the kernel of a nonzero locally nilpotent derivation 
of B, (P2) implies the existence of a multiplicatively closed set S CA such that S-‘B = 
(S-‘A)[‘]. By (Pl), the derivations S-‘D and S-ID’ : S-‘B + S-‘B have the same 
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kernel, equal to S-‘A. By the preceding paragraph, US-‘D = CC’S_‘D’ for some CI, tl’ E 
S-‘A \ {0}, and the desired result follows from this. 0 
Proposition 1.2. Let B be a k-domain, A a subalgebra of B, and assume that B has 
transcendence degree 1 over A. Then all nonzero A-derivations of B are equivalent. 
Proof. Let S = B \ {0}, K = qtA, L = qtB and consider the injective map DerAB 4 
DerKL given by D H S -‘D Since L has characteristic zero, the dimension of the 
L-vector space DerKL is equal to the transcendence degree of L over K, which is 1. 
Hence, if Dl,Dz E DerAB \ (0) then S-‘D, and S-‘Df are linearly dependent over L, 
and consequently DI N D2. 0 
Corollary 1.3. Let B be a k-domain and let A be the kernel of some locally nilpotent 
derivation of B. Then the set {D E De&B 1 ker D = A} is an equivalence class. 
Proof. We may assume that A # B. By (P2), B has transcendence degree 1 over A, 
so this follows from Proposition 1.2. 0 
Proposition 1.4. Let B be a fmitely generated k-domain and let A be a subalgebra 
of B which is distinct from B. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) A is the kernel of some locally nilpotent derivation D : B 4 B; 
(2) S-‘B = (qtA)l’l and (qtA) n B = A, where S = A \ (0). 
Proof. The fact that (1) implies (2) is an immediate consequence of (Pl) and (P2). 
Assume that A satisfies (2), write K = qtA and S’B = K[t], and let 6 : K[t] + K[t] 
be the t-derivative d/dt. Our assumption on B implies that B = A[bl, . . . , b,] for some 
bt,..., b, E B, and since for each i we have 6(bi) E K[t] = S-‘B, there exists s E S 
such that s6 : K[t] + K[t] maps every bi in B. Hence, s6 maps B into itself, and we 
may consider the restriction D : B --+ B of ~8. Since 6 is locally nilpotent, so are s6 
and D; finally, kerD = ker(sb) n B = K n B = A. 0 
2. Jacobian formulas for a class of derivations of kInI 
In this section, k continues to denote an arbitrary field of characteristic zero. Also, 
the assumption that B = k[“] holds throughout this section and we are interested in 
those D E De&B which have the property that kerD has transcendence degree n - 1 
over k. By (P2), this includes the nonzero locally nilpotent derivations of B. The 
following notation will be useful. 
2.1. Suppose that B = k[X,, . 
Af E DerkB by 
.,X,] = k[“]. Given f = (f 1,. . . , fn_l ) E B”-‘, define 
A,(g) = determinant of d(f l”“‘fn-l’g) 
WI,...,&) 
(for each g E B), 
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where a(fr , . . . , fn_r, g)/a(Xr, . .,X,) is the jacobian matrix of (ft, . . . , fn_t, g) with 
respect to (Xr , ,X,). The following are easy to see: 
(1) d f’ = 0 if and only if fr , . . . , fn-l are algebraically dependent over k. 
(2) If f‘,, . , J’+, are algebraically independent over k, then the kernel of d f is 
the algebraic closure of k[fl, . . , f +I] in B. 
Proposition 2.2. Let A be a subalgebra of B = k[X, , . . . ,X,] which has transcendence 
degree n - 1 over k and which is algebraically closed in B. Then: 
(1) The set T = {D E DerkB 1 ker D = A} is an equivalence class. 
(2) If f 1,. . , fn-l E A are algebraically independent over k then Af E r, where 
we write f = (f I,. , fn-, ). 
Proof. The fact that A = ker Af follows immediately from part (2) of 2.1, so (2) 
holds. In particular, r is nonempty; so (1) follows from Proposition 1.2. q 
The following consequences of Proposition 2.2 may be worth noticing. 
Corollary 2.3. Let B = k[X,, .,X,1 = km]. Then: 
(1) For a nonzero derivation D E De&B, the .following are equivalent: 
l D N Af, for some f E B”-‘; 
l ker D has transcendence degree n - 1 over k. 
(2) (See also [9]). For a subalgebra A of B of transcendence degree n - 1 over k, 
the following are equivalent: 
l A is the kernel of some derivation of B; 
l A is algebraically closed in B. 
We now address the following question: Suppose that we are given a subalgebra A 
of B which has transcendence degree n - 1 over k and which is algebraically closed in 
B; then can we explicitly describe the (essentially unique) irreducible derivation with 
kernel A? (see (P8), (P9)). 
Although this question is considerably more difficult than the other results of Sec- 
tions 1 and 2, there is a trivial (and unsatisfactory) way to answer it: choose f 1,. . , 
f n_-l E A algebraically independent over k, write f = (f 1,. . , f n_-l), and let d be a 
gcd of the polynomials Ay(Xl), . . , Af(X,). Then (l/d)Af is the irreducible deriva- 
tion with kernel A. However, this answer states essentially nothing more than the 
fact that Af is a multiple of an irreducible derivation, and we already knew 
that. 
A much more interesting answer is given by Corollary 2.4, under the extra assump- 
tions that A = k[“-‘I and that A is factorially closed in B. Note that Corollary 2.4 is 
a corollary of 3.10, whose proof does not use results from the first two sections (no 
vicious circle). 
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Corollary 2.4. Let B = k[X,, . . . ,X,] = k[“], and let f = (fl,. . , fn_l) E B”-’ he 
such that 
(i) fly . . . , f ,,- 1are algebraically independent over k; 
(ii> k[fl, . . . , fn_l] is factorially closed in B. 
Then Af E DeQB is irreducible and ker Al. = k[f 1,. . . , f n-1]. 
Remark. In the above statement, Af need not be locally nilpotent. For instance, one 
can see that k[X2 + Y3] is factorially closed in B = k[X, Y] but is not the kernel of a 
locally nilpotent derivation of B. 
Remark. Assumption (ii) of Corollary 2.4 cannot be replaced by the weaker “k[f 1,. . , 
f,,-11 is algebraically closed in B”. For instance, if f is as in the remark at the very 
end of this paper then A,- is not irreducible, and the irreducible derivation equivalent 
to Af is not of the form A, for some g. 
Proof of Corollary 2.4. Let A = k[f 1,. , fn-11. It was said in 2.1 that ker Af is the 
algebraic closure of A in B; since A is algebraically closed in B by (P5), ker Af = A. 
In order to show that Af is irreducible, we have to show that B is the only principal 
ideal of B which contains the ideal 4 = (A&Y, ), . . . , Af(X,)); in other words, we 
have to show that ht M > 1. Since JZ? is the ideal of B generated by the n - 1 x n - 1 
minors of the jacobian matrix a( f 1,. . , f + 1 )/c&Y, , .. .,X,,), the result follows from 
Corollary 3.10. 0 
To conclude this section, let us spell out the consequences of Corollary 2.4 for 
locally nilpotent derivations. Suppose that D : B + B is a nonzero locally nilpotent 
k-derivation, where B = kInI. Then, by (P9), the equivalence class of D contains 
an irreducible derivation A, and A is unique up to multiplication by elements of k’. 
Again by (P9), A is locally nilpotent and we have D = ad for some a E kerD. In 
that sense, the study of locally nilpotent derivations reduces to the study of irreducible 
locally nilpotent derivations. If we make the extra assumption that kerD = k[“-‘I, then 
Corollary 2.4 gives a formula for A. 
Corollary 2.5. Let B = k[XI, . . .,X,] = k[“], and let D : B + B be a locally nilpotent 
k-derivation such that kerD = k [+‘I If f = (fl,...,f+,) E B”-’ is such that 
kerD = k[fi,..., fn-11, then Af is irreducible and is equivalent to D. Consequently, 
D = aAf for some a # 0 in kerD, and AJ is locally nilpotent. 
Proof. Since k[ f 1,. . , f +I] is the kernel of a locally nilpotent derivation, it is 
a factorially closed subring of B. So Corollary 2.4 implies that Af is irreducible. 
The other assertions were explained in the discussion preceding the statement of 
Corollary 2.5. 0 
Remark. If D is a nonzero locally nilpotent derivation of kL31 then it is known that 
kerD = k12]. Indeed, this was shown in [8] in the special case where k is algebraically 
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closed, and a straightforward use of [7] reduces the general case to that special case. 
Hence Corollary 2.5 implies the following. 
Corollary 2.6. Let B = k[Xl,X2,&] = kL3], let D : B + B be a nonzero locally nif- 
potent k-derivation and let f = (f 1, f 2) E B2 be such that ker D = k[f 1, ff]. Then 
D = aA_f .fbr some nonzero element a E ker D. Moreover, AJ is irreducible and locally 
nilpotent. 
3. Almost smooth morphisms 
We refer to [6] for the general terminology of scheme theory, and to [5] for the 
notion of smoothness and related results. Note that what we call a scheme here is 
called a pr&hPma in [5]. 
We begin by recalling the notion of smoothness. All references of the form (17.x.y) 
are to [5]. 
3.1. ( 1) Let A be a ring. An A-algebra B is said to be of jinite presentation if there 
exists a surjective A-homomorphism cp : A’ --+ B such that A’ is a finitely generated 
A-algebra and the ideal ker q of A’ is finitely generated. 
(2) A morphism of schemes, f :X --+ Y, is said to be locally of $nite presentation 
if, for each x E X, there exist affine open neighborhoods V = SpecA of f‘(x) and 
I/ = Spec B of x such that f(U) C Y and the A-algebra B is of finite presentation. 
3.2. Let f’ : X + Y be a morphism of schemes. 
(1) (See 17.1.1). The morphism f is said to be formalfy smooth if for every affine 
scheme Y’, every closed subscheme Y,’ of Y’ defined by a nilpotent ideal of li;yj, 
and every morphism Y’ + Y, the map Homy(Y’,X) + Homy(Y&X), determined by 
Yd --+ Y’, is onto. 2 
(2) (See 17.3.1). The morphism f is said to be smooth if it is formally smooth and 
locally of finite presentation. 
(3) (See 17.3.7). The morphism f is said to be smooth at a point x E X if there 
exists an open neighborhood U of x in X such that the composition U of X + Y is 
smooth. 
(4) (See 17.3.2, (iii)). f . IS smooth if and only if it is smooth at each point of X. 
(5) In this paper, the set {x E X 1 f is smooth at x} is denoted Smooth(f); this is 
clearly an open subset of X. If the closed set X \ Smooth(f) has codimension greater 
than 1 in X, we say that f is almost smooth. If A is a ring, B is an A-algebra and 
Spec B + Spec A is almost smooth, we say that B is almost smooth over A. 
Remark. To clear up any confusion, we declare that the empty set has codimension 
greater than one in any topological space. We also declare that, for any ring R, the 
height of the ideal R is greater than one. 
2 We give this definition for the sake of completeness, but we will not use it 
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We can now state the main result of this section. 
Theorem 3.3. Let B be a UFD containing the field of rational numbers, and A a 
factorially closed subring of B. Assume that B is of jinite presentation as an A- 
algebra. Then B is almost smooth over A. 
The proof uses the following two criteria for smoothness at a point. The first one is 
general, but the second one is for the special case of a scheme locally of finite type 
over a field of characteristic zero. 
Given a scheme X, we write RegX = {X E X 1 the local ring OX,~ is regular}, and 
if x E X then K(X) denotes the residue field of OX,+ 
3.4. (See 175.1). Let f : X + Y be a morphism of schemes which is locally of finite 
presentation, x E X and y = f(x). Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) f is smooth at x. 
(2) f is flat at x and f-‘(y) + Spec K(Y) is smooth at x. 
3.5. Let X be a scheme locally of finite type over a field L of characteristic zero, and 
let a : X + Speck be the structure morphism. 
(1) (See 17.15.1). Smooth(a) = RegX. 
(2) If X is integral then CI is smooth at the generic point of X, by (1). 
The proof of Theorem 3.3 also makes use of the following properties of factorially 
closed subrings. 
Lemma 3.6. If A is a factorially closed subring of a factorial domain B, then 
(1) if p is a height one prime ideal of A then pB is a height one prime ideal of B 
andpBnA =p; 
(2) if P is a height one prime ideal of B and PnA # 0 then PnA is a height one 
prime ideal of A and (P n A)B = P. 
Proof. To prove (l), consider p E SpecA of height 1. By (P5), p = hA for some 
irreducible element h of A, and h is then irreducible in B; so pB = hB is a height one 
prime ideal of B. If x E pB n A, then the conditions x, h E A and h 1 x in B imply that 
h 1 x in A (because A is factorially closed in B), so we obtain x E p. This shows that 
pBnA =p. 
(2) Let P E Spec B be such that ht P = 1 and P n A # 0. Then there exists a 
p E Spec A such that htp = 1 and p C: P n A. Since pB C P and, by (l), pB is a 
height one prime ideal of B, we have pB = P. By (1) again, P n A = pB n A = p, so 
ht(PnA) = 1. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Let n : Spec B + SpecA be the morphism determined by the 
inclusion A -+ B and let P E Spec B be a prime of height 1. We shall show that 
P E Smooth(7r). Let p = n(P) = P n A. In view of 3.4, it suffices to verify that rt is 
flat at P (i.e., BP is flat over Ap) and that x-‘(p) + Spec K(P) is smooth at P. 
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Since we assumed that B is of finite presentation over A, the scheme C’(P) is 
locally of finite type over Spec K(P). Note that K(P) has characteristic zero, because B 
contains the rationals and A* = B’ by (P5). There are two cases to consider. 
If p = 0 then A, = qtA is a field, so flatness is trivial. The local ring of n-‘(p) 
at P is simply Bp, which is regular since B is a UFD and P has height 1; hence, 
K’(p) + Specs is smooth at P by 3.5. 
If p # 0 then Lemma 3.6 implies that pB = P, and consequently n-‘(p) is an 
integral scheme and its generic point is P. By part (2) of 3.5, n-‘(p) -+ Specs 
is therefore smooth at P. Again by Lemma 3.6, p has height 1 so Ap is a discrete 
valuation ring (recall that A is a UFD). In particular, A, is a PID and Bp is a faithful 
A,,-module; hence Bp is flat over A,. 0 
The following property of smoothness will be needed in order to derive consequences 
of Theorem 3.3. 
3.7. (See 17.2.3). Let f : X -+ Y be a morphism of schemes. Then the restriction of 
the Cflx-module sZx!r to the open set Smooth(f) is locally free of finite rank. 
3.8. Let A be a subring of an integral domain B and suppose that A contains the field 
of rational numbers and that B is finitely generated as an A-algebra. Then the module 
of differentials C~B;A is finitely generated as a B-module, so we may consider the Fitting 
ideals : 
Fitts(Q,,A) C Fitti(SZBIA) C.. . 
(see for instance Section 20.2 of [3]). Recall that these ideals have the following 
property: For every P E Spec B and every j 2 0, 
P > Fittj(S28,A) H (sZ~i~)p cannot be generated by j elements over Bp. (2) 
Let e denote the transcendence degree of qt B over qtA. Note that if P = 0 then 
(QB!~)P is free of rank e over the field Bp, so (2) gives 
Fitt,_ i ( SZB;~ ) = 0 and Fitt,( a,/, ) # 0. 
We will use the abbreviation “d;e~/~ = Fit&(&IA). Note, in particular, that if P E Spec B 
is such that (QB,A )p is free over BP, then (In,/,)p must be free of rank e, so P ZJAJBiA 
by (2). In view of 3.7, we obtain that V(&‘B/~) is disjoint from Smooth(x), where 
x : Spec B + Spec A is the morphism determined by the inclusion A of B. In particular, 
we have: 
Corollary 3.9. If A und B satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 3.3 then ht (&B,,A) > 1. 
Corollary 3.10. Let A be a subalgebra of B = k[Xl,. .,X,1 = kc”] which is Jinitely 
generated over k, and let d be the dimension of A. Given f ,, . . . , fm E B such that 
A = k[f, , . . . , fm], let J be the m x n jacobian matrix of (f 1,. . . , f,,,) with respect to 
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wl , . . , ,X, ) and consider the ideal _/l of B generated by the d x d minors of J. If A 
is factorially closed in B, then ht& > 1. 
Proof. A straightforward calculation shows that J?’ is nothing else than the Fitting 
ideal &?‘s,~ (see 3.8). Hence this is a special case of Corollary 3.9. 0 
Remark. In the results of this section (Theorem 3.3, Corollaries 3.9 and 3.10), we 
cannot replace the assumption that A is factorially closed in B by the weaker assumption 
that it is algebraically closed in B. For instance, let k be algebraically closed, B = 
k[X, Y] and A = k[f ] where f = XY2. Then A is algebraically closed in B, but the 
ideal ~.4? = (Y2,XY) has height 1; so the conclusion of Corollary 3.10 is false and, 
consequently, so are the conclusions of Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.9. 
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